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Greenery Press (CA). Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 208 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x
6.0in. x 0.6in.Leather, tantra and spirit combine in this revolutionary sex book, which partners BDSM
and sacred-sex practices. For millennia, seekers have used physical and emotional extremes to
achieve transcendence and exaltation. Today, many BDSM and leather practitioners are
discovering the potential of SM practice to reach personal, interpersonal and spiritual goals. With
trademark frankness and humor, these popular BDSMsexuality authors share techniques using
tantric breathing, visualization and movement with BDSM to create states of transcendence during
solo and partnered sexual and practice. The authors also document their own journeys into the
realm transcendent kink: one author journeys Eastern and pagan spiritual paths while the other
struggles to accept bliss. They share their triumphs, too: when conceptual frameworks cease to
matter and bodies and spirits combine in radical ecstasy. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz

This is actually the greatest pdf i have got go through until now. Indeed, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been
designed in an extremely simple way and is particularly only following i finished reading this ebook where really modified me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ja cey Sim onis-- Ja cey Sim onis
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